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IRISH

ASS

Establishes
New Limited
Company
Brown Boveri Ltd has
lOunced the establishment
of ABB Environmental Control
Ltd. Up to now, ABB
Environmental Control, one of
Ireland's foremost suppliers of
HVAC and building controls,
was a Division of the ABB
Group in Ireland.
1

"Establishing the business as
a limited company reflects
ABB's global policy", says
Sean Smith, Managing
Director, ABB Environmental
Control Ltd. "Our objective is
to create independent
subsidiaries, unshackled by
the kind of bureaucratic red
tape which often develops in
large international companies.
move also reflects the
li
latic growth in our

BUILDING

business - there has been an
eight-fold increase in our
trading activity in the last
three years".
The company, which employs
24 people, is organised into
four project and sales teams.
These are served by central
engineering, commissioning
and service staff.
"Any building, old or new,
which requires hightechnology air conditioning
systems and building
controls, is our market", says
Smith. "Our rapid growth in
recent years is due to the fact
that we provide a complete
package. We provide all the
elements needed for total
HVAC systems. But it is not
just the initial engineering
know-how that counts, it is
also a comprehensive
approach to after-sales service
and maintenance which is of
vital importance to our
clients.
"Nor are we limited to the
provision of systems for new
buildings. Our portfolio also

Mitsubishi
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CYLON - MUCH MORE THAN UP & RUNNING

Cylon Controls, whose specially-developed integrated building
management control systems have gained a considerable reputation in
the building services industry, recently won this year's RTE Up &
Running Business Award against stiff competition from 40 other
companies. This issue of BSNews contains a 2-page feature on the
company, which has a distribution agreement with ABB. See pages 26 &
27. Picture shows Jim Lacey, Chief Executive, National Irish Bank with
John Byrne, Director, Cylon Controls and Lorraine Smith, RTE presenter.

includes a conSiderable
number of retrofit contracts
involving the upgrading of
systems".
ABB Environmental Control
Ltd's client list reads like a
"who's who?" of Irish

Corporate HQ

industrial/commercial life and
includes Irish Life, Claris,
Sandos, Digital, Ericsson, the
Central Bank and the new
University of Limerick.
Smith has not been content
with just the home market.
He has also won business
overseas and currently has
projects in the UK, Portugal,
Holland and Germany.
"We want to maintain a
leading position in the home
market and to continue to
expand our business abroad",
says Smith.

Oan Chambers
Supplement

Mitsubishi Electric Lld has moved to new corporate headquarters at Westgate Business Park, Ballymount Road,
Dublin 12. The new building was purpose-designed to suit the company's growing requirements and comprises
14,000 sq ft of offices, in addition to over 30,000 sq ft of warehousing. Telephone numbers and fax remain the
same.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1992

See inside for special 16page, full-colour celebratory
supplement on Dan
Chambers Ltd who this month
marked their 15th year in
business with yet another
expansionary phase by taking
possession of a new 12,000 sq
ft office/warehouse/factory
complex.
1
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HIGH SPECIFICATION
ASSURED QUALITY
OUTSTANDING RELIABILITY

YOU GET MORE FROM MITSUBISHI
Not all packaged air conditioning is the same.
At Mitsubishi Electric we believe we've developed the right
package to meet the needs of both the installer and the user.
Our latest PLH in-ceiling series is simply remote controlled
and ultra quiet. Supplied as a factory fitted and tested
·complete system" to ensure easier installation and maximum
reliability.
So for the best packaged air conditioning.
Mitsubishi Electric Ltd., Western Industrial Estate, Naas Road,
Dublin 12. Tel: (01) 505007 Fax: (01) 507343

MITSUBISHI
ELECTRIC
AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol31/iss6/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7669J
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Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:Chartered Institution of Building Services
'neers (CIBSE);
,lI1echanical Engineering & Building
Services Contractors'
Association (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1992

PAGE 9
DAN CHAMBERS LTD SUPPLEMENT
This year Dan Chambers Ltd celebrates its 15th year in business with yet another
move to still bigger and more sophisticated premises. BSNews has prepared a
special full-colour, 16-page brochure to mark the occasion.
PAGE 25
BSNews Better Business
Financing the purchase of shares - what's permissible?
PAGE 26
CYLON WINS MAJOR AWARD
Cylon Controls Ltd wins major award through RTE1 's "Up & Running" television
business programme.
PAGE 28
ADVANCE SALES LEDS
PAGE 30
EMPLOYERS' ADVICE LINE
PArt 2 of an article on dismissals and the correct procedures to be taken in
approaching this very delicate subject
PAGE 32
A WALK ON THE LIGHT SIDE
This is the second article in this occasional series which, because of the "silly
season", replaces Plumblines. Sex Keeps The Axle Oiled! is the title of this month's
offering.

Buyer Guide - Don't Be Left Out
Calling all manufacturers, distributors and agents! This issue
of BSNews contains a BSNews Buyer Guide entry form which
should be completed and returned IMMEDIATELY to the
address as indicated. Entries will not be included unless
fully authorised by way of this official entry form.
BSNews, May/June 1992 1
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Return To Growth?
A return to growth in 1993
is predicted for the
construction industry by
Michael Webb, Senior
Partner, Patterson
Kempster & Shortall, one
of Ireland's leading
quantity surveying firms.
This prediction is
contained in the PKS
Review Update, which
revises the projections for
the industry set out at the
start of the year by PKS.
"Taking the likely increase
in the EC Structural Funds
into account, but also
noting the slow take up of
funds in the early years of
the current programme,
PKS would anticipate that
public sector investment in
construction will increase
marginally in 1993," Mr
Webb says.
"Private sector investment
is likely to stabilise after a
10% decline this year, with
overall volume equalling
that in 1992."
"PKS, therefore, expects a
small growth of 1% in
investment and output in
1993, and we anticipate

significant growth in 1994
due to increases in both
public and private
expenditure. "
Mr Webb believes that his
firm's forecast of a 2%
decline in the industry in
1992 will be born out.
"In our 1992 Review
published in January, we
forecast that construction

At the prize-giving following the Apex Fire Protection Golf Outing held at
O~d Conna recently were overall winner Geoff Byrne. He is pictured here
With Alex Wad kin, Chairman & Joint Managing Director of Apex Fire, with
Sean Flood Joint Managing Director.

Technical Developmen
Programme

Michael Webb, Senior Partner,
Patterson Kempster & Shortall,
Quantity Surveyors.

volume would total £2,400
million, a decline of 2% on
1991. Since then we have
seen no evidence to change
our forecast".
Michael Webb also issued
a warning about current
tender price levels.

APPRENTICE PLUMBER OF THE YEAR

The winner of the Wavin Cup as the 1992 National Apprentice Plumber of
the Year is Gerard Walsh who is employed by MF.Kent Clonmel. Gerard
from Carrick-on-Suir, won first prize in the plumbing category of the
National Apprentice Competition held recently in Bolton S!reet Colle~e of
Technology. He will now represent Ireland in the Youth Skills OlympiC due
to be held in Taiwan in 1993.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol31/iss6/1
DOI:
10.21427/D7669J
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Following the tremendous
success of Buckley &
Downies initial Technical
Development Programme
in May, the second
programme will be held on
Tuesday, 15th and
Tuesday 22nd of
September 1992.
Again the venue will be
FAS, Wyattville Road,
Loughlinstown, Co Dublin.
The schedule is
deliberately split to avoid
consecutive days to
facilitate participants not
wishing to be absent for
prolonged periods from the
office.
As before, the Programme
will cover, in some detail,
the fundamentals of air
conditioning, including
Psychometrics; Load
estimating; Mechanical
refrigeration; and air
distribution.
The course fee is £390 per
delegate, to include a full
set of manuals covering
~each session; morning and
afternoon coffee and lunch
on both days.
Numbers will be limited to
12 and reservations will be
accepted on a first-come
basis.

One of the reactions to the
course in May was an
approach by three leading
companies seeking that
this programme be run inhouse for them. Courses
were subsequently tailored
to suite the specific
requirements of each
company, a facility that is
now generally available.

Ventilation
Heat Loss In
FactorieslWare
houses

e

A recent BSRlA research
project has shown that
ventilation losses in
factories and warehouses
are higher than those
allowed for in initial
designs.
For the factories project,
BSRlA undertook tests on
12 factory units of different
sizes and construction. The
results of these tests were
used in a BSRlA
calculation model to
predict infiltration rates
under typical conditions
and these were compared
4
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A Watertight Case!
... for the Glen Dimplex Sandpiper
Competitively priced single units
Environmental System.
and much more! Condition one or
HERE ARE THE FACTS.
one hundred rooms, with
Developed and manu-"""".....tbe Sandpiper
factured in Ireland, the
Intelligent Network
Sandpiper is an innovaControl, to heat and cool
each zone of the building
tive heat pump system
as needed. Ideal for multithat heats and cools
room and multi-tenant
with water.
applications. Sandpiper
It's a single split and a modular
controls can even monitor the
system, which matches VRV
amount
of heating and cooling in
performance with safe and simple
each room.
water pipework. Refrigerants are
Future expansion by adding
banished from inside the building.
Specify Sandpiper for a better indoor more fan coils, simply means
extending the water pipes.
and outdoor environment.

Outdoor central units from 5-15 kw,
with high efficiency scroll compressors.
.' Cassettes 3-10 kw.
• Wall Mount Units 2 -7 kw.
For more information call
CROSSFLOW Airconditioning on
FREEFONE 1-800-780-780.
The Dimplex Sandpiper - any other

airconditioning just doesn't hold water.

Distributed by Crossflow Airconditioning Ltd. Three Rock Rd. Sandyford Industrial Estate, Dublin 18.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1992
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with CIBSE guidance.
The data was further
processed to estimate the
air infIltration heat loss of
each factory and the
corresponding annual
energy consumption.
BSRIA measured the air
leakage with its ~Fan
Rover", a mobile test
facility capable of
delivering a measured
quantity of air up to 30
m3/s. This elevates the
internal pressure by a
measurable amount to
allow the leakage/pressure
difference characteristics
to be determined.
BSRIAisnowembarIDmg
on a follow-up project
100IDmg at losses in offices
and is keen to hear from
anyone with interest in this
or the earlier project.

Prescold Production Now in Full Swing
Production of the Prestcold
range of hermetic condensing
units is now in full swing at
the Copeland company's
manufacturing plant in
Theale in the UK.
The new units were
introduced in January 1992
to provide a cost-effective and
technologically-advanced
solution to many of today's
refrigeration reqUirements.
In Ireland, Prestcold hermetic
condensing units are
available from HRP Walker
with branches in Dublin and
Cork. Sales of the new units,
particularly within the milk
tank refrigeration sector,
have already got off to a
promising start.

Prestcold hermetic condensing units from HRP Walker.

Tax Delays Hitting Sub-Contractors

Overwhelming

Tax: processing delays are
causing hardship to more
than 2,000 self-employed
sub-contractors - and are
Clima 2000
Over three hundred papers encouraging the
have been submitted for
construction industry to
turn to the black economy
Clima 2000, the
international congress on
- claims Paul Carroll,
engineering services in
Chairman of the Practice
buildings, to be held in
I Society of the Chartered
London from 1 to 3
Association of Certified
November 1993. Authors
Accountants (ACCA).
come from 37 countries.
In a recent statement, he
The conference will cover
has called on the Revenue
all aspects of building
Commissioners to deploy
physics and the indoor
more inspectors to their
environment. Papers will
understaffed Construction
examine heating,
Industry District in Dublin
ventilating, air conditioning to ease the backlog.
and refrigeration and also
The Construction Industry
lighting, energy use,
District office in Dublin
building management
deals with the tax: affairs of
systems, fire and smoke
all taxpayers who are
control, lifts, atria and
involved in the'
modelling.
construction indUStry. It is
The conference will be held also the District which
at the Queen Elizabeth II
deals with the issuing of
Conference Centre in
sub-contractors'
Westminster.
certificates. A sub-

Response to

I
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contractors' certificate
allows a complying subcontractor to obtain full
payment from the main
contractor without having
deduction of 35% tax:. The
District also deals with the
refunding of construction
tax which is deducted from
a sub-contractor who does
not hold a sub-contractors'
certificate.
In his statement, Mr
Carroll (who is also head of
Paul Carroll & Company
Certified Accountants)
says: ~Lengthy delays are
being experienced at
present in the
Construction Industry
District in all areas,
especially in issuing new
sub-contractors'
~certificates to complying
taxpayers who have
fulfilled all the rigorous
requirement of the District.
There are also long delays
in having the Construction

Industry Tax: refunded to
sub-contractors who do
not hold a sub-contracting
certificate.
"The present delays are in
no way caused by the
existing staff of the
Construction Industry
District, but by a shorta _
of manpower. Delays are
penalising the taxpayer
who is, after all, complying
with the various
regulations of the tax
office.
~A grossly unfair situation
exists at the moment
within the Construction
Industry where it is easier
to deal in the black
economy rather than look
for sub-contractors'
certificates or become
involved in Construction
Industry Tax: deductions
which will inevitably get
caught up in red tape.
"With the advent of selfassessment, time has been
6
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freed from administering
the income tax rules and
regulations and therefore
there must be at this
moment a large number of
revenue people available to
be deployed to the
Construction Industry
District in Dublin.
"These comments are in no
way a reflection on the
working commitment of
the staff who are presently
in the Construction

Industry District. They are
as frustrated with the long
delays as the taxpayers
and taxpayers' agents are.
"Some 2,000 self-employed
sub-contractors are being
caused hardship by the
present difficulties.
However, there will be far
more people who will be
indirectly affected by these
delays, such as employees
and creditors."

tchwell Grant In It's Second
Successful Year Of Operation
Satchwell Controls Ltd,
which was owned by the
GEC Group, operated
successfully in Ireland for
more than 25 years. The
company specialises in the
area of building
management systems and
energy controls. In
September 1990, following
a successful management
buyout, the company name

Sean O'Toole, Sales Engineer

Rpbert Henderson, Projects

Gerry Moran, Service Engineer

changed to Satchwell
Grant Ltd.
After some management
and personnel
appointments and almost
two years of operation,
Satchwell Grant Ltd still
maintain the high
standards which Satchwell
Controls Ltd had already
set and to which
customers and specifiers
have become accustomed.
In order to ensure a
continuity of that service, a
number of sales and
technical appointments
were recently made at the
company. The senior
management/sales/techni
cal team now comprises
those depicted in the
accompanying
photographs.

Irish Estates (Management) Ltd
has appointed Felix McKenna
Head of Property Services, a new
Division created by combining the
company's Property Management
and Building Surveying Divisions.
A Chartered Building Surveyor, Mr
McKenna was previously Head of
Building Surveying and is
responsible for facilities
management contracts in the
International Financial Services
Centre.

Designing for Natural Ventilation
Designing for natural ventilation is the subject of a
one-day seminar jointly organised by the Building
Research Establishment and CIBSE, to be held at the
Building Services Engineering Centre in Balham,
South London, on 11 November next.
Air-conditioned buildings use more primary energy,
which contributes to global warming and may, during
operation, release ozone depleting gases from their
refrigeration plant. As a result of environmental
concerns like these, natural ventilation has recently
attracted renewed interest.
The seminar will review current environmental issues
as well as factors opposed to natural ventilation such
as commercial interests.

News Briefs
o Flogas UK Gas -

Ls-h--=ei=la=s=e=xt=on=,=s=al=es=E=n=g=in=ee=r=

APPOINTMENT

I Jack Dodd, Regional Manager

Flogas
plc is to enter the UK
Natural Gas market
through its UK subsidiary
Flogas Ltd. The company
has been allocated 17.8
million therms of natural
gas under the current
British Gas "release"
programme whereby BG is
reqUired to withdraw from
60% of its industrial and

commercial markets by
1995, and make gas
available to its competitors
from the supplies it already
has under contract.

o

BSRIA Shower Review

- The UK market for
shower eqUipment was
valued at ST£168 million
at manufacturers' selling
prices in 1991; of this,
showers are valued at
ST£110 million and
accessories at ST£58
BSNews, July 1992 5
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million. However, with the
reduction in consumer
spending in recent years,
all sectors are expecting
only limited growth in
1992 and 1993.
o Underground Piping
Systems - BSI has
published BS7572: 1992
code of practice for
thermally-insulated
underground piping
systems. It gives
recommendations for the
design, planning,
prefabrication, transport,
installation and testing of
thermally-insulated
underground piping
systems for steam, and
chilled or hot water.
Pipework and
equipment - BSI has
published BS5970: 1992
code of practice for thermal
insulation of pipework and
equipment (in the
temperature range -100
Deg C to + 870 Deg Cl. It
recommends the principles
to be followed in selecting
the most suitable
insulating systems for
particular requirements of
pipework, plant and
equipment.

~

Chappee Scores At Mount Juliet

Chappee "Floreal" Radiators proved no "handicap" when selected for the luxurious clubhouse facilities of Mount
Juliet Golf Club, Co Kilkenny. These elegant cast-iron radiators were chosen by the project team of Campbell
Comoy Hickey, architects, Delap & Wailer, consultant engineers and McCarthy & Blanchfiled Ltd, mechanical
services contractors, to enhance the elegance and style of one of Ireland's foremost golfing venues. The classic
inlaid detail of the "Floreal" is perfectly suited to the period setting of Mount Juliet.
The "Floreal" is available in a rage of sizes, from 5 to 15 sections, with outputs from 913 watts to 2738 watts
respectively.
To complement this range, Hevac also has available ex-stock the more traditional column type "Dune" radiator in
nine different height and depth arrangements, which can be assembled to suit practically all site applications.
For a more modern clean-line style, the "Savane" fills the niche with its flat surface cast-iron section, combining the
traditional cast iron flexibility with today's looks.
With the "Caraf', Chappee completes the range of cast-iron radiators for every application. With its clean-line flat
surface available in both vertical or horizontal options, Chappee has a radiator ideal for reception areas as well as
many other modern settings.

o Thermostatic Radiator
Valves - BSI has
published BS 7556: 1992
Thermostatic
radiator
I
valves. Specification for
dimensions and details on
connection. It implements
CEN HD 1215-2: 1988 and
supersedes BS 6284: 1983.
o

Lux Europa - Over
170 offers of papers have
been accepted for Lux
Europa, the European
lighting conference to be
held in Edinburgh from 4
to 7 April 1993. Of these,
88 are full papers and 84
are poster displays.

Hamco Enterprises have
appointed Pat Carey (above) as
Area Sales Manager for Munster.
Pat, a native of Limerick, is very
well-known in hurling circles
having represented his county and
province on many occasions. Pat
has extensive experience in the
Czech Irish Trade
heating and plumbing trade at
Boost - Head of the
both retail and wholesale level.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol31/iss6/1
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Czechoslovakia's Trade
Mission to Ireland, Vaclav
Nosek, says he is highly
optimistic about the
chances of a dramatic
boost for Czech-Irish trade
following a low profile, but
high-powered, visit of
senior members of
Czechoslovakia's Ministry
of Foreign Trade to Ireland
recently. The turnover
between the two countries
last year was US$32.7
million with four lrishCzechoslovak ventures
having been started. There
are others in the pipeline
and the aim of the most
recent meeting was to
increase this rate of
activity.

o Wavin Easy Referen
- Two handy pocket
catalogues have been
produced by Wavin as
qUick reference gUides to
the company's range of
above and below ground
systems.
The Wavinsewer pocket
catalogue contains an
illustrated listing of the
pipe and fittings available
in the Wavin pvc-u
underground drainage and
sewerage systems range.
Similar information is
provided in the pocket
catalogue for the Wavin
Rainwater, Soil, Waste and
Overflow Systems.
8
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WE DESIGNED AVS
TO PREVENT THIS

·A vs will be a standard feature on the heavy duty range ofpercussion and diamond core drills in the family ofAEG branded professional electric power tools.

For too long percussion tool
users' limbs have been taking

the tool. But that's not all.
The rear face of the ergonomically

a real hammering. Now, the

designed pistol grip is also

manufacturers of AEG

cushioned by a soft rubber

branded power tools have the
ideal answer - A VS.

implant. AVS is a standard* on
two AEG branded two-speed,

A VS - Anti Vibration System -

electronic, percussion drills - the

isolates the motor unit from the

900 watt SB2E 20 R and the 1010

gear box housing by means of an
absorbent rubber module. It cuts out
50% of the vibration normally
transmitted through

AEG

watt SB2E 24 RTP which means
that now the work can be done

ELECTRIC POWER TOOLS

quickly, quietly and a lot

A BRAND OF ATLAS COPCO
POWER TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

more comfortably.

.'.

.....................................................................................................................................
For full product information and details of your nearest AEG branded power tools stockist, please complete the coupon and send to
Atlas Copco Power Tools and Equipment, Swallowdale Lane. Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7HA Tel: (0442) 61201 Fax: (0442) 240596

Name
Address

Position

Company
Tel:

DESIGNED
TO PROTECT
... BUILT TO PERFORM
Published by ARROW@TU
Dublin, 1992

FlU<:
I.B.S.N.f7/92
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ROBUR GA SERIES

PRODUCTS

Since their acquisition of the gas
absorption chiller plant in Indiana,
one of Robur's first objectives
was to bring the gas absorption
chillers and chiller/heaters into
the 1990's.
The technology behind the gas
absorption chillers has seen little,
or minor, change over its long
and proven history. But Robur,
with its policy of continuous
improvement, has wasted no time
in turning its attention to the GA
Series.
Now, after only 12 months, Robur
has realised the first major
improvement for the GA Series
chiller heaters with improved
heating efficiencies. While the
heat output itself remains
unchanged, the heat input - due
to modifications in the
combustion process - has been
lowered. This has improved
heating efficiency from 74% to
81%.
These new units - the AYD36110 for the three ton unit and the
AYC60-165 - for the new 5-ton
model - are now available.
Details from MCA Gas Ltd, 112c
Lower Baggot Street, Dublin 2.
Tel: 01-614803; Fax:61 0920.

ELECTRONIC JIGSAW
The latest electronicallycontrolled pendulum jigsaw from

AEG Power Tools latest electronic
pendulum jigsaw, the STEP500.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol31/iss6/1
8 BSNews. July 1992
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HYDRONIC CASSETIES FROM CARRIER
Carrier has introduced the 42wk range of water-cooled, ceilingmounted, hydronic cassette units for small to medium-sized comfort
cooling applications.
The units are available in four sizes with nominal cooling capacities
ranging from 4 - 11 kw and heating capacities from 10 - 24 kW. Two
larger sizes feature optional hot water coils for four-pipe systems. Air
flows range from 230 - 610 1/s and internal sound insulation ensures
extremely quiet operation.
The new units are suited for installation in large offices, retail outlets,
computer rooms and hotel reception areas, the low profile of 295 mm
making them ideal for use in refurbishment projects. The units are also
designed to fit into standard 600 x 600 mm or 600 x 1200 mm modular
ceiling tile systems. To provide architects and designers with a choice,
the air inlet grille is available in two patterns - the original Carrier
starburst or the new linear design.
The cassette units feature four-way air distribution through adjustable
slots, and return air is via a ~entral grille and washable filter. A pre- •...A
punched opening for fresh air ductwork is also included. Four differe'.,)1
wall-mounted remote control units are available. A concentrate
.
removal pump, to prevent drain pan overflow during high humidity, is
also fitted.
Details from Walker Air Conditioning Ltd, Dublin Industrial Estate,
Finglas Road, Dublin 11. Tel: 01-300844; Fax: 01-308578.

AEG Power Tools - Model
STEP500 - is designed to offer
professional users superb cutting
performance in a lightweight,
ergonomically-designed form.
Weighing only 1.7 kg (3.7Ibs), the
new machine minimises operator
fatigue yet its pendulum cutting
action ensures that material is
removed at maximum speed.
The STEP500 incorporates a
sophisticated electronic stroke
control circuit, which ensures that
the sawing action is both smooth
and quiet, and delivers constant
power to the blade at all settings.
The blade is guided and
supported at all times by an
integral roller, allowing the
pendulum action to cut material at
maximum efficiency.
Despite its low weight the new
machine packs considerable
performance. Its 500 watt motor
will cope with cutting depths up to
65 mm.(2.5 in) in wood and steel
plate up to 5 mm (0.2in) thick.
No-load stroke rate can be
adjusted (at constant power) from
450 to 3000 strokes/minutes by
using a simple handle-mounted

thumbwheel control.
Details from AEG Power Tools,
clo Atlas Copco Tools, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts, HP2 7HA.

FIRE AND SECURITY
SYSTEMS GUIDE

e

Fire and security detection
system are the subject of the
BEMS Centre's latest publication.
Written for the building
owner/occupier, consultant or
system supplier, installer or
maintenance company, the clear,
concise guidance document
details installation,
commissioning and maintenance
procedures.
Published in three parts, the
document covers intruder alarms,
closed circuit television, access
control and fire detection
systems.
This publication is available at
ST80 for all three parts, or ST£60
for Part 1, with either Part 2 (fire
detection) or Part 3 (Security)
from: Publication Sales, BSRIA,
Old Bracknell Lane West,
Bracknell, Berkshire, RG12 7AH.

10
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~

Sheet Metal Ducting Accessories.

Specialised Air Movement Equipment

NOVENCO

•

Duct Flanging Systems & Accessories

Industrial Heating, Ventilation and
Air Handling Equipment.

•

VICTORIA FANS & ENGINEERING
Special- Made to order Fans and Blowers

----....
~
POWERCAT
~

~.

~

--.

-.

Special Cabinet Single and Twin Fans
and A.H.U.S.

-~~~-~§§§§
-_._~w

AIRFLOW
AIRFLOW DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
D.I.D.W. and S.I.S.W. Compact Centrifugal
Fans and Bathroom Fans.

_

AIR MOVEMENT GROUP
Complete Ziehl Abegg Range of Fans

f--_Air Terminal Ltd.

---i

Air Distribution Grilles and Diffusers

WYlOODLEIGH
Belimo Damper Motor and Controls

Dust
Collection
Equipment.

c

THE STANOARD OF SILENCE

Industrial Acoustic
Enclosures,
Silencers and
Audiometry Rooms

INDUSTRIAL ACOUSTICS COMPANY

DAN CHAMBERS LTD.

68 Moyle Road, Dublin Industrial Estate, Glasnevin, Dublin 11.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol31/iss6/1 Telephone: 303222. Fax: 308888.
DOI: 10.21427/D7669J
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Here We Grow
Yet Again!
es, here we are again

partnerships we have

partnerships still further and,

marking our 15th

developed between all three

of course, on establishing

anniversary in very similar

elements over the years

new ones. Hence the

fashion to five years ago

which lie at the heart of the

significant investment in

when we celebrated our 10th

Dan Chambers Ltd success

new premises and production

year in business. Sustained

story. For that, all here at

facilities, and our work on

profitable growth is the

Dan Chambers Ltd are

achieving ISO 9000

lifeblood of any company
and all here at Dan

eternally grateful and

Certification.

Y

recognise that you too have

Chambers Ltd

We are confident

recognise how
fortunate we are in
that we are part of a

that we have the

team who work

structures and

together to sustain

indeed enthusiasm

that situation.

to further develop

product portfolio,
management

and improve the
However, we are

Dan Chambers Ltd

equally aware of the

product/service

fact that we are but

offering.

one constituent
element in that success story.
The other two elements are

just cause to join with us in

We invite you to

celebrating our achievement.

join with us in developmg
the many opportunities the

you, the customer/client.

For our part we are already
working in earnest on

future holds so that we can
share in the inevitable

It is the close-knit trading

developing our trading

success it will bring.

our suppliers and of course

XI
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Congratulations and best
~.

lAC is
Europe's
largest
manufacturer of
high quality noise
control products and
systems. For the Building
Services Industry, lAC's
product range includes:

. . ~ wishes on your move
~~ ~ to new premises
" ~~ /;;
Dan Chambers Ltd
~://
~

Quiet-Duct and Conic-Flow
rectangular and circular duct silencers
• Ultra-Pals 'Packless' (infill-free) silencers
• Low Frequency silencers • Quiet-Vent
cross-talk silencers • Noishield. Slimshield &
Continuline Acoustic Louvres • Quiet-Flow
packaged Air Handling Units and Boiler Rooms
• Moduline demountable acoustic enclosures
• Noise-Lock acoustic doors • Vibration Isolators
1ft

.:1\
~)

C

Representatives in Ireland for
the complete range of
HVAC noise control
products and systems
manufactured by
.........~ Industrial
Acoustics
Company
(lAC).

INDUSTRIAL ACOUSTICS COMPANY LIMITED
Walton House. Central Trading Estate,
Staines. Middlesex TW18 4XB
Tel: (0784) 456251 Fax: (0784) 463303

Congratulations to
DAN CHAMBERS LTD.
on your New Premises

Chambers
Engineering Ltd.
~I

From:

H. O'Brien-Foodtech (Irl.) Ltd.
Catering Hardware Distributors

Suppliers of stainless steel
canopies, ducting, etc.

* GAP Grease Intercept Filters for
Commercial Kitchen Canopy Extract
Hoods * Stainless Steel Containers for
Food Service Counters and Refrigerated
Displays etc. * Brass & Copper Heat
Lamps * Stainless Steel Catering Sink
Bowls for inclusion in Work Decks
etc. *
4 Coolmine Mews, Clonsilla Road,
Dublin 15.
Telephone: 8213604/8213522
Fax: 8202916.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol31/iss6/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7669J

CONGRATULATIONS TO
DAN CHAMBERS ON YOUR
NEW PREMISES
FROM ALL AT:

Chambers Engineering Ltd.
Unit 17, Newtown Industrial Estate,
Coo1ock, Dublin 17.
Telephone: 8474313, 8474408. Fax: 8482642.
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Providing Ventilation to the Nation
Providing ventilation to the

Dan Chambers Ltd has not only

Ltd celebrates 15 years in

grown in five-year cycles since

nation is no boastful claim

T

on the part of Dan

business but the combined

1977 but it has marked that

Chambers Ltd but rather a

wealth of technical expertise

growth and achievement each

simple statement of fact.

and practical experience within

time with a major company

the company represents more

development, thereby creating

than 150 years in total.

the core infrastructure upon

Such is the standing of the
company with mechanical
services contractors in
particular - and also with

Dan
Chambers,
Managing
Director

his year Dan Chambers

which the next expansion phase
Such a strength is invaluable for

is based.

any kind of business operation

consulting engineers and

Despite the recessionary market

but the secret of Dan Chambers

industry - that it can

conditions of 1992, this year is

Ltd's success lies in the manner

no exception to what has now

make such a statement,

in which this knowledge and

become standard practice at

confident in the knowledge

expertise is applied to provide

Dan Chambers Ltd. Almost as

that the company's

the most comprehensive service

if in defiance of the current

reputation supports this

for its ever-growing customer

doom and gloom market

stance.

base

pundits, Dan Chambers Ltd has
just taken possession of a new,
12,000 sq ft headquarters which

will house its manufacturing
arm, and provide ample
warehouse and office space.
Total investment in the new
complex to date is over
£300,000 but already principal
shareholder and Managing
Director, Dan Chambers, is
talking in terms of further
expansion and the erection of
additional buildings on the site.
Typical of the "do-it-yourself'
ethos that runs right throughout
the company is the fact that the
new building bears no
resemblance whatsoever to that
which was originally purchased.
It was completely gutted and

XIII
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DURO

For further information on the products
listed below, please contact our
Republic of Ireland Distributor.
DAN CHAMBERS VENTILATION
68, Moyle Road,
Dublin Industrial Estate,
Glasnevin, Dublin 11.

DURO DYNE (UK) LIMITED
52-54 Wcmdle Bank,
Wimbledon,
London SW19 mw.

Tel: 01-303222
Fax: 01-3088B8

Tel:0044 81-543 3259
Fax: 0044 815401854

Girder Clip
I Supports

Blade Linkages
& Bearings

Drill Screws
Self Tapping & Drilling

LF - 2000
HcmdHeld
Pinspotter

Dyn-O-tie
Clips

Inspection Covers

DYN-O-UTE 2000
Hcmd Held Pinspotter
1/2the size
1/2the weight
Double the
Production

ERG- 2
Battery Operated
Rivet Gun

PBFS
Heavy Duty
Pinspotter

SUPERSEALANT
Water Based
Sealcmt

Mcmual Duct Liner
Sizer Machine

•

TSPjTBW
Portable
Spot Welder

DUCT STRAP
In Hcmdy Dispenser
Cartons

SJB
Heat Shrink
Bcmding

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol31/iss6/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7669J

TCH
Toggles & Hooks
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fitted-out precisely to suit the
exacting needs of the company.
Not that Dan Chambers Ltd is
driven by an expansionist vision
intent on becoming bigger and
bigger with the passing of time.
Indeed, quite the opposite is
true. The entire operational
ethos is based on creating
personal partnerships even friends -

and

with all

customers. However, it is the
realisation and fruit of that
effort which has created the
phenomenal growth the

Jim Bollard, Sales Director

company enjoys.

but this sector of the overall

However, Dan Chambers

Hence the long-standing trading

business is growing at a rapid

himself also occupies a desk in

relationship with a large portion

pace and its expanding needs

the same room. "People know

of the customer base. Indeed,

are part of the reasoning behind

what I expect", he says

the same can be said for its

the move to the new

dismissively, "after that I let

supplier base. Two names in

headquarters.

them get on with it. I don't

particular -

interfere

Air Movement
Nonetheless, having the perfect

(formerly Roof Units Ltd) and
Novenco -

have been

associated with Dan Chambers
Ltd virtually from the
beginning, the former in
particular growing in tandem
over the ensuing years (see Dan
Chambers Product Index on
page XXII).
In fact, it was out of an initial
licensed manufacturing
agreement with Roof Units that
Dan Chambers Ltd entered the
manufacturing arena. Now the

.I

product portfolio is only half of

At Dan Chambers Ltd it's all

the Dan Chambers Ltd story.

about a dedicated

The real strength lies in the

professionalism which,

personnel who service the

nonetheless, is unique in that it

customer base with those

incorporates room for attention

products. A company name

to detail in the extreme with the

incorporating that of the

freedom to develop close

principal very often denotes an

relationships with the customer.

autocratic, authoritarian
operation. Not so with Dan
Chambers. He is a firm
believer in giving people free
expression.

This emphasis on servicing all
the customer's needs - and the
pleasant and efficient manner in
which it is done -

is what

underscores the entire Dan

company has the perfect

That said, Dan Chambers is

Chambers Ltd operation. It also

complementary product mix of

very much the boss. No one is

bears testament to the fact that,

own-manufactured items and

in any doubt as to who is in

contrary to what far too many

product sourced from various

charge but, he does so in the

business people believe, nice

suppliers worldwide.

main by leading through

guys can be equally, if indeed

Approximately a third of the

example. Most of the staff work

not more, successful.

workforce are in manufacturing

together in an open-plan office.
XV
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Damper motors
)

Victoria Fan and

J

Engineering Supplies Ltd.
Audley Street Works, Audley Street, Mossley, Lancs. OL5 9HW.
Tel: 0044 457 835391. Telex: 665504. Fax: 0044 457 833378

Question The best - at the best price
WHERE CAN

I

11

GET A 10 DIA. STANDARD
AXIAL FAN, A

24

11

DIA.

COATED

Epoxy

BIFURCATED
FAN WITH A
FLAMEPROOF
MOTOR, AND A
STAINLESS STEEL
FAN SET WITH
A 250Hp.

To date, over 3 million BELlMO damper motors have
bee~ produced. No wonder, as we are constantly
solving damper control and air regulation problems
for all types of applications worldwide.
Not on.ly do we continue to develop new ideas on the
operation of our units but also their basic integrity.
:'Quick ~nd E.asy" is our motto, and all for a very
I~tere~tlng price - despite ever present upward
financial constraints!
We will be
pleased to
help and
advise you
toward the
solution to
your problems.

EXPLOSION
PROOF MOTOR?
ANSWERFROM THE SPECIAL
FAN PEOPLE·
VICTORIA FANS,

THROUGH

DAN CHAMBERS LTD.
68, MoyIe Road, Dublin Industrial Estate, Glasnevin, Dublin 11.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol31/iss6/1
TeI: 01- 303222. Fax: 01-308888.
DOI: 10.21427/D7669J

Air control and
regulation into
the future

~~
t~~

&eta
grip III air control

11

BELIMO®
Automation
~OODLEIGH LIMITED
Ballingate, Carnew, Co. Wicklow.
Telephone:- 055-26384.
Fax:- 055-26523
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Peter
Coughlan,
Production
Manager

OAN CHAMBERS L TO.

ISO

supplier and customer

programme, encompassing both

requirements. Acknowledging,

management procedures and

informing, seeking acceptance

product quality. Registration is

9000

and clarifying lead times are

not a formality. Hard work is

paramount.

required and procedures are

In line with ensuring that

The procedures involved instil

checked on an ongoing basis by

exceptional levels of service are

within the company a very high

NSAI inspectors.

maintained, Dan Chambers Ltd

level of dependability and

The management and staff of

has embarked on the training

courtesy, allied with a

Dan Chambers Ltd are

procedure to achieve ISO 9000

professional and caring attitude.

commjtted to this quality

certification.

Teamwork is essential. Clear

assurance programme. This

The ISO 9000 scheme and its

records ensure that

augurs well for the future

associated training will have

orders/projects can be dealt

development of the company

many benefits for the company

with by a number of different

and its ability to consistently

and its customers. Attention to

people within the company.

deliver the quality of products

detajl is the order of the day.

ISO 9000 Certification requires

and services to ensure

Customer requirements must be

a stringent quality assurance

successful growth.

clearly identified so that no
ambiguity exists between

Computer Selection
Programme.
In keeping with current
advances in technology, Dan
Chambers Ltd has invested in

-

Starting current
Full fan noise levels
Optional accessory details

the latest technical computer
selection programmes.

J

Prices

This is of tremendous benefit to

This comprehensive printout, in

the di ceming consulting

easily-readable form, eliminates

engineer who can now have fan

any degree of ambiguity and all

selection printouts with the

parties, i.e. supplier, consultant

following information:-

engineer and contractor, can

-

Fan duty

now be absolutely clear that

-

Fan type

-

Fan model reference

The use of these prograrrunes

Fan speed

has obvious advantages to ISO

Fan power
-

Electrical supply

-

Full load current

requirements are being met.

9000 registered companies as it
gives guaranteed performance
data and the required
traceability.
XVII
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AIRFLOW
Airflow Development are pleased to be associated with
Dan Chambers Ltd.
Awide range of Domestic Ventilation equipment and Ught Industrial
Centrifugal Fans are available to meet many applications.
The standard range of Direct Drive Centrifugal Fans includes general purpose fans, small compact units and the quiet double inlet double width type.
The Domestic product range includes Kitchen and Toilet extract
fans, which incorporate a range of features including timers,
humidistats and switching from door or light switches.
For awide choice, versatility, high quality and easy availability

AIRFLOW
AIRFLOW DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
Cressex Industrial Estate
Lancaster Road, High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire HP12 3QP, England
Telephone: (0494) 525252/443821
Telex: 83288 Facsimile: (0494) 461073

~CL;===="
DOBY CLEATS LTD

QUALITY DUCTWORK DESERVES
QUALITY FLANGES

Whether you Specify or Install, always choose
the 'Labyrinth' slide on flange system - fully conforms to HVCA specification DW142 - the fast
and effective method of assembling cross joints.
Also available:Turning Vane and Fixing Track
Support Systems & Bracketry, Inspection
Doors for Circular & Rectangular Ducts,
Ductseal Gaskets & Sealants,
Control + Fire + Smoke Dampers,
Spiral Tube & Fittings & Flexible Ducting.
For further information contact:

UNIT 4, HARELAW INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
Nr. STANLEY, CO. DURHAM, ENGLAND DH9 8UJ
TELEPHONE: 0044 207 238844. FACSIMILE: 0044 207 283563
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol31/iss6/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7669J
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Air Movement
GroupSetting
Industry
Standards

Eileen Kinsella,
Technical
Sales/Administration
with Maurice Bryan,
Technical Sales and
Lucette Chambers,
Orders Liaison

The "Air Movement Group" is
one of the fastest-growing
companies in the UK. With an
annual turnover of ST£50
million plus, the Group has
gone from strength to strength.
The recent recession in the
United Kingdom has seen
competitors layoff large
numbers of employees.
However, this has not been
necessary at any Air Movement
group company.
The Air Movement Group is
located at Pear Tree Lane in
Dudley, West Midlands. This is
the heart of "The Black
Country" and, although close to

OAN CHAMBERS L TO.

Birmingham, Black Country
people jealously guard their
separateness and their
distinctive, attractive dialect.

success is their unique six-hour
rated fire dampers which are
produced as standard.

The recession in the early
eighties saw may indigenous
industries go into decline and
die, but today Dudley and
surrounding towns are forging
ahead with the Air Movement
Group a major contributor.

Flowline Grille Co is yet
another company within the Air
Movement Group, also located
in Pear Tree Lane in yet another
new 25,000 sq ft factory.
Flowline is working flat out to
meet the huge order demand. A
removable core grille is their
key product. Within a standard
frame can be fitted any regular
core from double deflection,
single deflection, transfer, eye
lash, eggcrate etc; This is truly
an innovative idea and a recipe
for future growth and
expansion.

Starting in 1975 as Roof Units
Ltd, this company
manufactured glass fibre roof
cowls. Shortly afterwards,
however, an alliance with Ziehl
Abbeg in Germany provided
them with the amazingly
versatile external rotor motor
range of axial and centrifugal
impeller fans. Growth was
immediate and with a policy of
supplying only through
distributors, a national network
of established wholesale outlets
throughout the country provided
a firm base and a healthy future.
Apart form Roof Units Ltd, the
Air Movement Group includes,
Specialised Air Movement
Equipment (SAME) who
specialise in a host of
accessories making the
mechanical and sheet metal
contractors life so much easier
- flexible ducting; disk valves;
intumescent fire dampers;
pressed steel grilles; termination
boxes of all shapes, are but a
few of their products.
After SAME come NCA, a
company with sausage-like
production of top-quality fire
dampers and volume control
dampers. Located in a 25,000 ft
factory off Pear Tree Lane, this
modern factory - with the
most up-to-date equipment within two to three-day
delivery. A turnover of St£2
million within two years of start
up is confidently heading for
St£5/6 million within three
years. A major part of their

Roof Units Engineering, a
company within the Air
Movement Group, is the
powerhouse of the Air
Movement Group. With the
most modern sheet metal shop,
all casings for the huge range of
Quiet Pak single and twin fans,
square mixed flow casings,
silencers of all description and
air handling units, are sized, cut
out and welded together in a
computer-controlled, ultramodern factory.
The Air Movement Group
operates strictly to BS5750.

Industrial
I AcousticsI The "Daddy"
of them all
Industrial Acoustics Ltd, (lAC),
is the "Daddy" of them all, is
the largest specialist acoustics
company in the world.
American Bronx, New Yorkbased, lAC, are also in
Germany and Staines in the
UK.
XIX
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_ _Air Terminal Ltd.
GRILLE MANUFACTURERS

SPECIALIST SUPPLIERS OF AIR DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT.

Double Deflection and Single Deflection Grilles and Registers.
Egg Grate Grilles and Registers.
External Weather Louvers.
Ceiling Diffusers.
Back Draught Dampers.
Slot Diffusers with Plenum Boxes.
Linear Grilles with Fixed or Curved Blades.
Non Vision Door & Wall Transfer Grilles.
Domestic Steel Grilles.
Galvanised Adaptor Boxes.

When you next require Grilles caU us for:-

• SERVICE • QuALITY • QuICK ~ • KEEN PIu~
PENBEAGLE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
ST. IVES, CORNWALL, TR26 2JH.
TEL: 0044 736 793053.
FAX: 0044736796823.

CANAL ROAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE.
DEANSGATE LANE, TIMPERLEY,
ALTRINCHAM, CHESHIRE, WA141SP.
TEL: 0044 61 928 8918.
FAX: 0044 61 9268234.

HIIH FLEXIIILITY, LII IESISTANCE IICTIN~
Euroflex fibreglass type 120
is a traditional style flexible
duct that incorporates the best
features of earlier design experience with modern technical
innovation to give a rugged
economical flexible duct which

has an exceptional fire integrity.
The heavy duty vinyl coated
fibreglass fabric has high mechanical strength and comes in
standard six metre lengths for
convenience and economy. Size
range from 3" to 24" nominal
bore, it conforms
to 85476 and is
available from
stock.

SA M E

,
SPECIALISED AIR MOVEMENT EQUIPMENT LTD
ONLY AVAILABLE FROM

DAN CHAMBERS LTD. TEL: DUBLIN 303222 FAX: DUBLIN 308888

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol31/iss6/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7669J
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lAC are top suppliers of
standard cylindrical silencers,
splitter silencers, acoustic
louvres and sound-tight acoustic
doors, but their specialist area is
industrial acoustic enclosures
and audiometry suites.
Recent projects for Dan
Chambers Ltd included:(1) Complete audiometry suite
at St lames's Hospital, Dublin,
providing sound and vibrationproof consulting rooms for
hearing tests and assessments;

(2) Mater Hospital - another
audiometry suite similar to that
at St lames's Hospital;
(3) Syntex, Clare - An
acoustic refuge providing
acceptable working sound
levels in an otherwise extremely
noisy area.
Austin Mann,
Distribution & Sales
with Brian Maguire,
Technical Sales and
Brendan O'Toole,
Technical Sales &
Service

Major building services projects
recently undertaken include
supplying giant-sized silencers
to the prestigious Intel and
Wyeth developments.

OAN CHAMBERS L TO.

Victoria Fan and Engineering Co Forever Helpful.
Based in the Manchester area, George Garside and lan Grimsditch
are specialist fan engineers. Always willing to travel and forever
helpful, Victoria give personal service backed by many years of
experience in the fan engineering business.
From mild steel bifurcated fans to special stainless steel centrifugal.
fans, Victoria Fan Co are a special fan company who can meet
individual requirements, no matter how small or large.
Victoria Fan and Engineering Co are presently undergoing training
to qualify for BS 5150.

Novenco - AGiant in the World of
Fan Engineering
Formerly Norkdisk Ventilator Co, Novenco of Naestved, Denmark
is a giant in the world of fan engineering and fan manufacturing.
Established as a small private company just after the second world
war, Novenco now trades with the world from its near neighbours
Germany, Holland and Scandinavia to as far away as China,
Singapore, India etc.
Dan Chambers has represented Novenco in Ireland since 1977. The
product most popular in Ireland has been the Novenco single-inlet
centrifugal fan, type CNA and CNB. Probably the best fan of its
type in the world, large numbers are in use all over Ireland with
particular emphasis on mushroom pasteurising rooms where a
special version of this fan is exclusively used.
The Novenco Climaster air handling unit is well known and
respected throughout the world. This quality product is backed by
the most comprehensive computer selection data which is not only
available in disk form to Dan Chambers Ltd but also available to
consulting engineers and design contractors as of course are their
other programmes on axial fans, centrifugal fans, etc.
Novenco products are noted for sound construction and above all
reliability.

HA O'Brien-Food Tech - Grease
Filter Specialists
For many years associated with Dan Chambers Ltd, H O'BrienFood Tech, supply a range of grease filters from the top two
American grease filter companies.
From the world of take-away Fast Food, 24-hour breakfast and
sophisticated cuisine, comes a most necessary product, a properlydesigned and properly produced mesh-type or baffle-type grease
filter.
From California come Flame Guard teflon-coated baffle filters. The
very name is synonymous with quality and effective grease
elimination. Is it any wonder that Flame Guard is chosen by nearly
all American 'restaurant chains?
The second big American name is Research Products in Madison,
Wisconsin who produce the world's best mesh-type grease filters.
Guaranteed to last and last, RP grease filters do not rust, corrode or
breakdown, even under the most arduous conditions.
XXI
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Duro Dyne - The
Enduring Name in
Sheet Metal
The Duro Dyne corporation has
its base in Long Island, New
York from where sheet metal
ducting accessories have been
researched and developed over
many years. Sheet Metal
necessities might be a better
way to describe their products,
now simply taken for granted
by so many.

20mm, 30 mm, or 40mm -- all
with corresponding corner
pieces and drive clips.

inspection doors for regular
rectangular or square ducting
and for spiral ducting.

Also available from Doby is the
double-skin turning vane with
matching vane track and a
comprehensive range of access

Doby ductwork Slide on Flange
system conforms to HVCA
Specification DW142.

DAN CHAMBERS LTD

PRODUCT INDEX

The Duro Dyne SAT812 and
PPT812 drill screws are
produced by the million and
used all over the world. Flexible
duct connection in roll form, in
its many varieties of metalcanvas-metal, is again
"standard" to any sheet metal
contractors.
Who hasn't heard of Duro Dyne
Quadrants or Duro Dyne stick
pins or Duro Dyne vane rail, or
indeed the highly-innovative
Duro Dyne stranglehold
banding? ... the list goes on and
on and Duro Dyne goes on too,
producing new products, and
improving existing products, all
at an affordable price and all
readily available from their
many European outlets and
from Dan Chambers, their Irish
distributors.
Duro Dyne, an enduring name
and product.

FANS

Centrifugal, axial-type and mixed-flow roof units;
Plate axial and cased axial fans; In-line centrifugal
fans, square and round mixed-flow; In-line stainless
steel, galvanised steel and PVC bifurcated fans;
Bathroom and toilet fans; Window and wall fans;
backward-curved, single and double-inlet centrifugal
fans; fume cupboard fans.
GRILLES & DAMPERS

Air distribution grilles and louvres; Fire dampers;
Volume control dampers; Access doors.
DUCTING

Flexible ducting; Duct flanging; Ducting accessories
OTHEI{S

Doby Cleats Duct Flanging
Tyne and Wear has blossomed
under the stewardship of DA
Roxburg, whose policy has
simply been to give the
customer what he wants and on
time.
Doby Cleats produce a fine
range of Doby duct flanging. Of
top-quality, Doby flanging is
available in three sizes-
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Acoustic enclosures; Attenuators of all shapes and
SIzes; Fume cupboards; Specialised, custom-made
audioemetry suites.
Further details from:

DAN CHAMBERS LTD.

I

No 68, Moyle Road, Dublin Industrial Estate,
Glasnevin, Dublin 11.
Tel: 01 - 303222/303407; Fax: 01 - 308888.
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considered;

of the purchase of its own
shares was prohibited by the
Companies Act 1963 because
of the belief that, like the
purchase by a company of its
own shares, this would amount
to a reduction of capital.

(c) A copy of the declaration
must be delivered to the
Registrar of Companies.

T

This prohibition remains in
force, despite the fact that a
company is now entitled to
purchase its own shares under
the provisions of the
Companies Act 1990.

Financing the
Purchase of
SharesWhat's
Permissible?

Section 60 of the Companies
Act 1963 prohibits a company
from giving financial
assistance - whether directly
or indirectly, and whether by
means of a loan, guarantee,
the provision of security or
otherwise - in connection
with the purchase by any
person of any shares in the
company.
The acquisition of shares by a
subsidiary in its holding
company is now permissible
subject to the conditions set
out in Section 224 of the 1990
Act.
There are some exceptions
where financial assistance
may be given; in private
companies assistance may be
given but the following
provisions must also be
complied with:-

The statutory declaration must
be made at a meeting of
directors held not more than
24 days before the general
meeting, and must be made by
all, or a majority, of the
directors.
The statutory declaration must
state:(a) The form which such
assistance is to take;
(b) The persons to whom
such assistance is to be given;
(c) The purpose for which the
company intends those
persons to use such
assistance;
(d) That the directors have
made a full enquiry into the
affairs of the company and,
having done so, are of the
opinion that the company will
be able to pay its debts in full
as they become due.
It is a criminal offence for a
director to make this
declaration when there are not
reasonable grounds for his
opinion. Moreover, he
becomes personally liable for
the company's debts in full as
they become due. If the

It is a criminal offence for a director to make the statutory
declaration when there are not reasonable grounds for his
opinion. Moreover, he becomes personally liable for the
company's debts in full as they become due.
(a) The assistance must be
given under the authority of a
special resolution;
(b) A copy of the statutory
declaration must be sent with
the notice of the meeting at
which the resolution must be

company is wound up within
12 months of the making of the
declaration and the debts are
not paid in full, there is a
presumption that the director
did not have reasonable
grounds for making the
declaration.
BSNews. July 1992 25
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COMPANY PROFILE

CYLON
ylon are the leading Irish
manufacturers of Integrated
Building Management
Systems (ISMS) which control and
monitor building services such as
heating, ventilation, air conditioning
and water treatment and can be
linked to any fire and security
system.

C
More Information
Cylon Controls Ltd, Unit 8,
lOA Enterprise Centre,
East Wall Road. Dublin 3.
Tel: 01-366626; Fax: 01365108.

The company was set up in 1985 by
three engineering graduates, with
funding from the IDA, UCD and the
Business Expansion Scheme. In
1988. distribution agreements were
reached in Ireland with ASB and in

the concept of intelligent building
becoming increasingly widespread,

The prestigious Beresford Court i
the most technically-advanced
building yet built in Dublin. It is fully

CYLON NOT MERELY "UP

air conditioned by two air handling
plants which are located within the
rooftop plantroom complex. The

AND RUNNING"BUT

system, a variable area volume one.
incorporates ceiling diffusers and a

LEADING THE FIELD
the UK with Landis & Gyr, who
brand the product under their own
name. This was a significant
breakthrough because Cylon then
became eligible for assistance under
the IDA's Enterprise Development
Programme, for companies with
major growth and export potential.
As part of the programme, the lOA
arranged premises and provided
employment grants to hire key
personnel.
An energy report giving
detailed energy
breakdowns of energy
consumption in a
manner that's easy to
read.

Cylon's current marketing focus is on
European markets. with distribution
arrangements recently set up in
Spain, Italy, Switzerland and
Germany. The French market is
currently under investigation. With
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these markets will provide significant
growth for Cylon.

high level of control flexibility. The
entire installation - both heating
and air conditioning - is controlled
and monitored by a sophisticated
Cylon Building Management System

In terms of employees, Cylon
currently employ 18 people full-time.
The company has three main
functional areas - production;
research and development; and
marketing/technical support.
Earlier this year, Cylon were awarded
the prestigious ISO 9000 standard for
Quality Assurance, an award which is
becoming increasingly important for
firms who export a significant part of
their product. as Cylon do. Indeed,
1992 has been an excellent year for
Cylon so far, with our recent success
in the RTE series "Up and Running"
(See separate story). Cylon were the
overall winners in this business
competition which features the
achievements of growth companies
throughout Ireland.

Cylon - The Product
The Cylon Building Management
System is a computer-ba ed system for
monitoring and controlling mechanical
and electrical plant in a building or
network of buildings. Typical

(BMS).

applications would be the control of
building services such as heating,
ventilation and electricity consumption,
but other applications include water
treatment and telemetry.
Cylon manufacture a full range of
outstations, from 16 input/outputs
points up to 128 points, and have
developed a full complement of
building management software running
under Windows 3. providing full
maintenance management facilities and
comprehensive energy reports. As a
result, Cylon can cater for all types of
installation, mall and large. The
outstation network can be added to at a
later stage if necessary. so customers
can start with one small outstation and
build up to a comprehensive BMS.
The most important consideration when
Cylon were developing the pc software
was ease of use. Early BMS systems,
while carrying out all the required
functions, were not user-friendly and
were often not used as a result. The
Cylon system operates within Windows
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3.0 and all tasks can be carried out
through graphics rather than text. The
user simply points to an icon, or small
picture, with the pc mouse and clicks.
This simplicity of use allows even
people with no computer experience to
use the system.
The other major advantage of operating
within the Windows environment is the
multi-tasking abilities associated with
Window 3.0, which allows linkage
into other Windows applications such
as Excel to produce spreadsheets and
high-quality graphics for energy
reporting.

Cylon - The Advantages
The Cylon Building Management
system is a "Green" product - it aims
to reduce energy usage and energy
costs by increased efficiency of control.
For example, optimisation routines can
be programmed into the outstation to
act in conjunction with occupancy time
schedules.
The new Claris
Ireland
headquarters in
Ballycoolin
Business Park.
Claris corporation
is a wholly-owned
independent
subsidiary of
Apple Computers
which specialises
in software. The
bUilding is
provided with a
Cylon direct
digital-controlled
BUilding
Management
System. It

prises nine
stations",
each monitoring
up to 30 points,
including that of
the enti re lighting
of the plant.

Complex control algorithms enable
more accL!rate control to a desired
setpoint, avoiding expensive
over hoots. Electrical maximum
demand charges are reduced by
shedding loads on a priority basis
during electrical peak-demand period .
In addition to reducing energy costs,
the Cylon sy tem also plays an
important role in reducing maintenance
co ts, by highlighting problem areas
immediately on the pc screen, by
providing first- and second-stage frost
protection, and by providing hours-run
alarms which indicate plant items
requiring servicing.
Building comfort is improved by the
precision control and monitoring
provided by the Cylon system and
building safety can be enhanced by the
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The latest addition to the Cylon product range is the new UC16 series of
controllers.

Cylon BMS interface with fire and
security systems, for example by
turning off all fans on air conditioning
plant during a fire.
The Cylon BMS has powerful datalogging facilities which can record
temperature, humidity, energy use etc;
over a given period, which can then
provide spreadsheets and graphs for
management reports and energy
analysis, highlighting problem areas
and enabling further savings.

Cylon - New Products
Cylon's latest addition to their product
range is the UC 16 series of controllers,
which provide a fully-programmable
outstation with full communications
ability, for much the same price as an
optimiser. This out tation is
significantly smaller than previous
outstations, has plug-in terminals and
can be DIN-rail mounted, making it
simpler and cheaper to install.
Its mo t revolutionary aspect, however,
is on the communications front, as it
now uses a process industry standard
(ARCnet), enabling scan times of up to
ten milliseconds. Additionally, with the
increase in building systems
integration, whereby all ystems in the

building need to communicate (Le.
BMS with fire, security and
maintenance), the network must also be
able to deal with much higher
transmission rates - ARCnet transmits
at 2.5 Mbits per second. Because of this
breakthrough in network speed, the
system is ideally suited to chemical and
pharmaceutical applications where
reaction times can be critical.
Where a network is not required,
however, the UC16 can operate on a
stand-alone basis, as it is compact and
inexpensive enough to compete with
discrete controllers.

H£o~om~rt~~~!~~

footwear, mini-buses to Japanese
futons, 19th century cast iron gates
to in tant lawns, boiled sweets to
speciali t accounting software these are some just some of a
diverse range of products and
services being provided by the
companies taking part in the
second series of Up & Running
against whom Cylon were
competing for the first prize of
£5,000 in cash, plus a £10,000
Digital computer system.
The companies, 40 in all, grew out
of a variety of circumstances; six
businesses developed from the
trauma of people being made
redundant; four were set up by
returned emigrants; and eight are
run by husband/wife team.
Together, they have created over
470 full-time jobs by producing
goods and services which were
previously imported.
Each week four companies were
featured and a regional winner
chosen. The best four regional
winners then went forward to the
final, Cylon emerging triumphant
as the overall winner.
BSNews, July, 1992
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DVANCE ALES EADS
Newmarket Information, the Dun Laoghairebased construction information company,
provides advance information on new
construction projects nationwide -- all
potential leads for contractors, subcontractors and suppliers. The company
publishes information in the weekly CIS report
which provides full project details, contact
names, addresses and telephone numbers,
design team details and tendering and
construction schedules. The following listing
is provided by CIS Report and gives a brief
description of the types of projects covered.
To obtain information on the service phone 01
- 2809476/2809557.

DUBLIN:
Panasonic Ireland
Ltd, the world's largest
manufacturer of electrical
goods, is planning
headquarters in the
Sandyford Industrial
Estate, Dublin 18. An
English company of
architects and project
managers, Takenaka (UK)
Lt, has been awarded the
design and project
management brief for the
development. The twostorey building,
measuring 3,500 sq m
will include two-storey
offices to the front and a
single-storey distribution
centre to the back, all
built in a steel frame.
Panasonic is acquiring a
£765,000 three-acre site
from Dublin County
Council in Sandyford for
these purposes. It plans
to increase the workforce
from 30 to 45 over the
next two years and
expand mainly in the
business equipment
sector.
Bartizan Corporation of
New York, the largest
supplier of manually-

operated credit card
imprinters in the world,
has completed
negotiations with the lOA
to set up a manufacturing
plant in Dublin's East
Wall area. Set up in 1970,
Bartizan is privatelyowned and employs 90
people in Yonkers, New
York, producing manual
credit card imprinters
used for recording credit
card transactions at the
retail point of sale.The
Irish operation will
occupy a 925.7 sqm unit
in the lOA's East Wall
Enterprise Centre and
will invest a total of
£315,000 with lOA
support, on building
modifications, machinery
and equipment.

The single-storey units,
measuring 3,171 sqm in
total, will be built in steel
frames and will be
situated on a 5.050 sqm
site.

although work will take
just two to three weeks to
complete.

Property developer
Patrick Buckley lie Sons
Ltd has been granted
planning permission for
the erection of 11 singlestorey units incorporating
replacement units for the
existing buildings and the
relocation of a bar store,
costing £350,000 already
approved at the Fairdale
Industrial Estate, Kilmore
Road, Artane, Dublin 5.
HJ Nolan Dublin Ltd
wholesale fish merchants,
has been granted
planning permission for
the demolition of a
portion of the existing
building, the erection of
an extension and
alterations to an existing
fish processing facility at
Rathdown Road, Dublin
7. The 975 sq m unit will
include an office and
toilets, an intake area,
raw material chill, wet
fish working area, curing
area, smoking unit, chill,
blast freezer, packaging
area, finished goods chill,
dispatch area and a
packaging store.

Purefresh Fruit Juices
Ltd has sought planning
permission for the
erection of a warehouse
and offices at the Naas
Industrial Estate, Naas,
Co Kildare. The singlestorey unit will measure
1,101.4 sqm and will be
situated on a 1.2 hectare
site. According to the
architect,this project is at
an early planning stage
and further information
will be available once
planning permission i
obtained.

KERRY:

Heatons Ltd builders
providers, has been
granted planning
permission for the
Carragh Enterprises Ltd erection of a two-storey
has been granted
extension and alterations
planning permission for
to the Munster
the reconstruction of a
warehouse, Tralee, Co
portion of the
Kerry. The two-storey
Castleforbes Industrial
extension, measuring 520
Estate into sixteen units
sq m will be built in a
for warehousing storage
steel frame with a
and light industrial use at blockwork wall and will
Castleforbes Industrial
be situated on a 0.084
Estate, 27-69, Upper
I hectare site. A start date
has yet to be established
Sheriff Street, Dublin 1.
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KILDARE:

KILKENNY:
Avonmore Plc has
sought planning
permission for the
erection of a case-in
factory which is a dairy
processing unit at
Ballyragget, Co Kilkenny.
Tenders for the factory,
measuring 562 sq m,will
be sought from building
contractors in two to
three weeks time and
there will be sub-cont" t
opportunities for the
mechanical, electrical,
roofing and cladding
work. Construction work,
costing over £1 million,
started in July and will be
completed late this year.

LOUTH:
A range of subcontractors have been
appointed in connection
with the fit-out of an
advance factory unit to be
occupied by MKE (IKEI
Ireland Kotobuki
Electronics Industries).
The unit was built by
James Elliott
Construction Ltd and
30
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designed by architects,
Loran Lyons and
Associates, at the
Finnabair Industrial Park,
Dundalk, Co Louth. The
recently-built 7,000 sq m
factory incorporates
state-of-the-art cleanroom facilities. MKE is
regarded as a leader in
manufacturing
technology and quality
control. With about 5,000
employees in Japan and
sales for 1991 of £1.26
billion, the company is
o of the group
c
anies of Matsushita
Electric Industrial
Company Ltd for Osaka,
Japan, the world-leading
manufacturer of
consumer and industrial
electronics products.
MKE group already has
extensive production
sales and R&D activities
in Europe under the
brand names of
"Panasonic" and
"Technics". Work started
a month ago and will be
completed in October.

although it is not yet
known how long it will
take to complete.

R

COMMON:

Pharmaceutical
manufacturers, Athlone
Laboratories Ltd is
planning to locate in new
premises on the outskirts
of Roscommon town. The
new building will measure
3,000 sqm and the
interior will be completely
re-fitted for
pharmaceutical
manufacturing facilities.
External works will
involve the upgrading of
the building, site
upgrading, creating a new
access and signage. Work,
costing over £1 million,
starts in early July

I

j

I

I

I
WATERFORD:

Pinewood Laboratories
Ltd pharmaceutical
manufactures, has been
granted planning
permission for an
I expansion of its existing
production building and
for the retention of the
I existing temporary
I accommodation for five
years at Ballymacarbry,
Co Waterford. The singleI storey extension, will
measure 323 sq m.

1992/1993
Edition

WICKLOW:
Renkel Industrial
Detergents Ltd detergent
manufacturers, has been
granted planning
permission for the
erection of an extension
and alterations to existing
premises at Beechwood
Close, Boghall road, Bray,
Co Wicklow. The singlestorey extension,
measuring 529.6 sq m
will be built by Collen
Construction.

WESTMEATH:

I Iralco Ltd has been
granted planning
permission for the
I erection of an extension
to its existing factory at
I Collinstown, Mullingar,
Co Westmeath. The
I single-storey extension,
measuring 1,734 sq m
will include extra storage
space and will be built in
a steel frame. Longmann
Ltd of Longford started
construction work
recently.

I

I

GET THOSE
FORMS BACK

I

I

BSNews is currently in the final stages of the
production of the BSNews Building Services
Buyer Guide (1992/1993). The Buyer Guide is
the definitive "who represents whom?" of the
building services industry in Ireland and, as
such, is the regarded as the industry "Bible".
It is in daily use by specifying mechanical and
electrical consulting engineers; maintenance
managers; building services engineers;
architects; builders merchants; major
mechanical and electrical contractors; house
builders; and domestic contractors.
Consequently, it is imperative that all
manufacturers, agents and distributors are
listed under the appropriate heading(s) within
the Buyer Guide.
To ensure the inclusion of your company and
the products/service you provide, fill in the
loose-leaf insert Buyer Guide entry form
contained within this issue of BSNews and
return it to the address as indicated.
BSNews. July 1992
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grounds for dismissal.

Employers Advice Line
Davld Gannon has over 20 years
experience In dealing with employee
relations
matters.
Those

years of
experience
were
gained In
the
Federated
Union of
Employers
(9 years);
Clerys (2
years); and
Swltzer Group (11 years). He Is now
operating as an Independent personnel
consultant In all areas of business. He Is
also a serving member of the Employment
Appeals Tribunal.

Importance of

Procedure
in Unfair
Dismissal
ast month we dealt with
considerations which would
render a dismissal not unfair,
subject to justification by the
employer. The procedure used
in making the decision to
dismiss is a major factor in the
justification of the dismissal. An
essential part of any procedure
is the right in natural justice to
defend oneself - a right also
guaranteed by the
Consititution.

L

Thus, if an employee is not
provided with the reasons why
a proposal to dismiss is under
consideration, and given an
opportunity to respond to those
reasons before the actual
decision is made, then there is
a strong probability that the
dismissal will be found to have
been unfair, despite the fact
that there may have been
serious and substantial

What Procedures?
Section 14 of the Act requires
the employer to provide each
employee with "a notice in
writing setting out the
procedure which the employer
will observe before, and for the
purpose of, dismissing the
employee". The Act is not
specific as to what that
procedure should contain or
how detailed or sophisticated it
should be. It simply requires
that there should be a
procedure, that it should be in
writing, and that it be given to
the employee.
In any evaluation of a
procedure for dismissar, a
Court or Tribunal will decide
whether or not the procedure
used was, in all the
circumstances, reasonable and
fair.

Reasonable and Fair
To be reasonable and fair an
employer must investigate the
facts relating to the grounds for
a proposed dismissal. He must
then place the facts before the
employee concerned,
explaining clearly the
seriousness of the matters
under consideration or
investigation, and stating that
dismissal is a potential
outcome from the examination.
Following this, the employee
must be afforded the
opportunity to respond to any
allegations being made and, of
course, the employer must
then consider the employee's
response or defence
arguments.
It is at this stage in any
reasonable and fair procedure
that the decision to dismiss or
not to dismiss is made. In other
words, the issue should not be
prejudged before all of the
evidence or facts on both sides
have been taken into account.

In summary, while there is no
specific formula or wording laid
down for a dismissal
procedure, common law
requires that it should include
proper investigation and the
right to reply before a decision
to dismiss is made.

Right to Representation
An important aspect of the right
to reply is that, in its fullness, it
includes the right to
representation. The employer
is obliged to ensure that the
employee is aware of h'is/her
right to representation. When
an employee is required to
explain certain matters or
answer certain allegations - in
situations arising from which a
dismissal may occur - the
employee is entitled to be
represented by a colleague or
trade union representative.
Indeed, there may be
circumstances where the
employee may be represented
be a member of family or a
legal representative. Unless
there are compelling reasons
to the contrary, requests for
representation should be
accepted; if not accepted, it
may well be concluded that the
employer did not allow the full
right to reply. In turn, this could
lead to a decision that the
procedure used was unfair
and, therefore, that the
dismissal itself was unfair.

Next Month
Next month I will deal with
those reasons which, if proven
to be the substantial reasons
for dismissal, will render the
dismissal unfair automatically.
Among others, dismissals
arising from matters arising
from trade union membership
or pregnancy fall under this
heading, I will also deal with
the question of redress for
unfair dismissal.
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For style and elegance with STUtiful traditional
design and craftmanship of yesteryear, the Chappee
cast iron "Floreal" is the ideal radiator choice for a
"classy" finishing touch in period buildings. or a
spectacular contrast in contemporary settings.
The "Floreal" is supplied in "old grey" natural shade
but of course can be painted in any colour of your
choice to enhance/complement your particular
setting.
Despite it's traditional origins, the "Floreal" is a
very efficient and effective heating medium and is
available in a range of sizes.
To see the full range of STUtiful cast iron radiators.
drop in to the Hevac showroom today.

HevacUmlted
70/72
Lower Dorset Street. Dublin 1. Tel:301211, Telex:32104. Fax: 301990.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin,
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In her latest book, Marilyn French writes about
the age-old battle between the sexes, taking place
in bedroom and boardroom around the world.
ow, I don't know about the boardroom but, if
you want to mention a battlefield laid waste by a
mutual inability to understand each other, don't
look any further than the bedroom... writes guest
writer and childrens author June Considine.

'Sex Keeps the
Axle Oiled!'
For some reason the bed has been listed as the focal
factor in a good relationship, based on the
assumption that although love makes the world go
round - it is sex that keeps the axle oiled. But sex
is an activity of short, though energetic, duration whereas sharing a bed is an activity that
takes up half of one's life. The fact that we
mostly spend it in a state of
unconsciousness makes no difference.
Take your average warring factions and
you will see what I mean.
The first time she is told to make her
own bed, her mother looks at the results
and says, "You've made your bed.
Now lie in it." And she does,
disregarding wrinkled sheets and
rumpled blankets. She presses her
nose into her flattened pillow, curls
herself into the foetal position and
will be quite happy to sleep that way
for the rest of her life. Then she
falls in love.
The first indication that the rest of the world does
not sleep in womb-like disorder comes when she
discovers him stretched in a corpse-like position
under a duvet that has as much flexibility as a sheet
of chipboard.
"But I always sleep like this," he informs her. He
fluffs his perfectly fluffed and frrm pillow. "I can't
help wondering why you have to spring from the
door onto the centre of the bed every night? And
why do you have to cocoon yourself in the duvet
every time you turn over? Couldn't you put your
head on the pillow instead of resting it on your
knees.....?"
"There is more to life than a tidy bed." She
interrupts him 1n the most interruptible way
possible. But afterwards he remakes the bed. She
tries to adjust. Having been accustomed to sleep on
whatever side of the bed takes her fancy, she
acknowledges his right to the same side every night.
Maybe he lay on that side of his mother's womb

and has never realised that life has another side to it.
She silently endures it when he lifts the rumpled
sheets from around her shoulders and shakes them
straight, sending gale force winds whistling to her
toes. She learns to uncross her feet, flatten her toes,
straighten her shoulder. She stops writing poems at
4am, reading with a torch when the light goes out,
plugging in her Walkman and eating toast in bed.
She discovers that he snores. He denies this. It is
just his breath singing through his noes. He
discovers that she grinds her teeth. She denies this.
It is just the stress of sleeping with her head on a
pillow. He can't live with her freezing feet,
especially when she tries to warm them on his
stomach. She tries to get him to unbend the sleeping
habits of a lifetime. "After all, you'll be stretched
out in your coffin long enough."
But, just as she is incapable of living outside a
duvet-igloo, he too is incapable of lying on a ridged
sheet. At one stage she gathers her toast crumbs, her.
books and her pen. She moves into the spare room.
No more singing noses. But the mutual fascination
of moving within enemy lines brings her back again
to snuggle against his rigid back.
He falls asleep too quickly. She can't sleep at all.
He discovers that she enjoys philosophical
discussions as dawn shadows the walls. Bed
becomes the vocal not the focal factor in their
relationship. After all, when she can't sleep and the
clock on the bedside locker is ticking her life away
with monotonous indifference, nocturnal thoughts
can become quite frightening. One tick borrow a
tock. Tick tock! Tick tock!
When her life is over, that clock will still tick away
with the same avaricious tock. "Do you know that
once a tock has passed, we are one tick nearer
eternity," she asks him.
In the beginning he is gentle with her. "Darling,
why must you always start these discussions in the
middle of the night. Last week you wanted to know
if dogs recognised themselves as dogs or if they
visualised themselves as some form of reincarnated
species. I can't think about such things at this hour".
She ignores him. "I was just lying here wondering
where the sound goes. All those clocks all over the
world, ticking away day after day. Does every tick
fade into nothingness or do they come together in
infinity, a great mass of tocking energy, compressed
into space and ..."
"SHUT UP!" The honeymoon is definitely over. He
moves into the spare room. But in the starched
confines of his single bed he misses the warmth of
her tangled arms and ruffles the blankets, searching
for the scent of her. An hour later he returns, shoves
her back to her own side and allows her to warm her
toes. He curls around her like a spoon. She fluffs his
pillow and folds the sheet back neatly around his
neck. They are discovering the art of compromise.
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Pressure, Level, Flow Switches and Meters
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